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Abstract
In the context of Information Filtering and Retrieval the usage of
pre-processing steps like Stopword-list, Stemming and Thesaurus
Substitution is very common. Indeed the usage of those preprocessing steps seems to be sound at the first look; formal proofs
for the adequacy of those steps are still absent. In this paper those
proofs are given with the assistance of the Topic-based Vector
Space Model. Additionally the hidden implicit assumptions of the
above mentioned pre-processing steps are worked out and
evaluated regarding their impact on practical usage.

1. Introduction
More and more unstructured documents are generated using computers today.
The development of Internet supports this trend. Publishing documents is easier
than ever before. The number of available documents is growing faster than ever.
By now information has become one of the most important resources for
business and research. But the fact that more information is available than ever
before, doesn’t necessarily lead to better decisions. Restricted capacity of
human’s information processing forces us to reduce the amount of information
presented to the human. Today one of the greatest challenges is the efficient
filtering and retrieval of information. While Information Filtering (IF) selects
documents from a dynamic stream of documents using some kind of (static)
profile, Information Retrieval (IR) selects relevant documents from a static set of
documents based on a specified (ad hoc) query [BeCr1992]. Because of the high
similarity of those tasks, most concepts and models for IF or IR can be adapted
for both tasks [Kuro2004].
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In today’s literature a bunch of models and approaches is presented to solve
this task in a more or less adequate and efficient manner. [BaRi1999; Kuro2004]
When looking carefully at the different approaches it is striking that most
approaches apply some pre-processing steps on documents. Usually these preprocessing steps are: Stopword-lists, Stemming and in some cases Thesaurus
Substitution.
A Stopword-list (e.g. [Drott]) contains words, which are assumed to have no
impact on the meaning of a document. Such a list usually contains words like
‘the’, ‘is’, ‘a’, etc. During the preprocessing all words matching the Stopwordlist are removed from the document.
The term Stemming stands for the reduction of word forms e.g. ‘houses’,
‘mice’ to word stems e.g. ‘hous’, ‘mic’ (also known as Strong-Stemming) or to
basic word forms e.g. ‘house’, ‘mouse’ (also known as Weak-Stemming). For
pre-processing of English documents the PORTER stemming algorithm [Port80] is
often used, other algorithms for example are: the Successor Variety Stemmer
[HaWe74], the n-Gram Stemmer [AdBo74] and others like [Paic90]. In most IF
and IR approaches documents are preprocessed by stemming algorithms. This
results in the replacement of (theoretically) all word forms by their stem or basic
word form. It is assumed that the reduction of different word forms to their stem
or basic word form has no significant influence on the content of the document.
Finally, Thesaurus Substitution is defined as the replacement of different
synonymous words by one leading word. For example the synonyms ‘auto’,
‘automobile’ and ‘motor-car’ can be replaced by the leading synonym ‘car’.
Which one of the synonyms is the leading synonym is usually defined in an
arbitrarily manner. The usage of Thesaurus Substitution in document preprocessing is often justified by the observation that synonymous words have
nearly the same meaning. From this follows that it does not matter which one of
the synonyms is used in a document.
While many IF and IR approaches make use of Stopword-lists, Stemming and
Thesaurus Substitution a formal proof of the adequacy of this kind of preprocessing is not given. Indeed, the usage of the above-presented pre-processing
steps seems intuitively to be admissible, but this kind of argumentation is not an
acceptable scientific procedure. In this paper, we will present a formal proof of
adequacy of the usage of Stopword-lists, Stemming and Thesaurus Substitution
on the base of the Topic-based Vector Space Model [BeKu2003] [Kuro2004] as
explanation model. Additionally we will acquire the implicit assumptions, which
arise from the usage of these pre-processing steps.
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We will begin with a short introduction into the Topic-based Vector Space
Model in section 2 and continue with three lemmas for our formal proof in
section 3. Finally we present a summary in section 4.

2. TVSM at a glance
The Topic-based Vector Space Model (TVSM) [BeKu2003; Kuro2004] is a
vector-based approach for document comparison in the context of IF and IR. The
key features of this approach are the explicit assumption of dependences between
terms, its flexibility regarding the specification of inter-term similarities and the
integration of stopwords, stemming and some kind of thesaurus within the
model. For our aim it is sufficient to narrow the introduction to the TVSM on the
theoretical base of the model. A more detailed introduction regarding a possible
implementation and linguistic details can be found in [BeKu2003] and
[Kuro2004].
The fundamental assumption of the TVSM is the existence of a d-dimensional
vector space R. Each axis intercept of this vector space may have only positive
values1 (including zero) and represents an elementary topic (e.g. literature,
computer, medicine). (Hint: R is the set of real numbers, while N is the set of the
natural numbers)

R = R ≥d 0 with d ∈ N

(1)

Further the TVSM assumes that terms (which are in this context equal to
words) are the atomic elements of documents. The set T contains all possible
r
terms, while a vector t i represents the affiliation to the topics of a term i of the
set T.

r
∀i ∈ T : ti ∈ R ∧

1

r
ti ∈ [0...1]

(2)

The reason for having only positive axis intercepts is that a topic, which is for example
represented by the word ‘literature’, cannot have some kind of reverse relationship to an
other topic. In opposition to topics this is not true for word meanings. A word like
‘warm’ stands in a reverse relationship to ‘cold’. But these words are attributes and not
suitable for being a topic and they are highly dependent on the writer’s point of view. A
full discussion of this problem would go beyond the scope of this paper; this problem is
addressed in detail in [Kuro2004].
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r

The vector length t i represents how good a term is able to indicate a topic in
general. A low value means that the term is not significant at all (this usually
holds for stopwords). Words that are strongly related to a topic are good
indicators for the topic and have a vector length near one.

literature
1 Goethe

a, an, the

0
cough

1
medicine

software
program, programs

1

computer

mouse, mice
virus,viruses

Figure 1: Interpretation of the TVSM vector space.
The whole circumstances of the representation of terms in the TVSM vector
space are exemplified by Figure 1. In this simplified example the vector space
has only three topic-dimensions: medicine, literature and computer. For example
the term ‘Goethe’ is represented by a vector that points at the direction of the
topic ‘literature’. Whereas the terms ‘virus’ and ‘viruses’ point at a direction
between the topics ‘medicine’ and ‘computer’ because these terms are related to
both topics. Both terms (‘virus’ and ‘viruses’) have even the same vector due to
they refer to the same topics. While ‘Goethe’ and ‘virus’ are represented by long
vectors (vector length is near one) the vectors of the stopwords ‘a’, ‘an’ and ‘the’
are short (to be exact: the vector length of stopwords is null, which is for
readability reasons not displayed in Figure 1), because these stopwords can not
be related to any topic.
Figure 1 advises us to use the angle ω i , j between two term vectors as an
indicator for topic-related similarity between the two terms i and j. For
normalization reasons we will define the similarity of two terms as the cosine of
the angle between those terms:
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sim(i, j) = cos ωi , j ∈ [0...1]

(3)

The angle mapping using the cosine function is unique and all results are
positive in this case, because of the positive axis intercept constraint for the
vector space. This constraint results in all angles being not larger than 90
degrees:

ωi , j ∈ [0°...90°]

(4)

We define D as the set of all documents. A documentr is represented in the
TVSM as a weighted set of terms. A document vector d k is assigned to each
document k of the set D. The document vector is defined as follows:

r
1 r
∀k ∈ D : d k = r δ k ⇒
δk
r
r
with δ k = ∑ a k ,i t t

r
dk = 1

(5)

i∈T

and with a k ,i being the occurrence number of term i in document k (also known
as term frequency). This definition of document vectors standardizes all vectors
to a vector length of value one. This standardization is derived from the
assumption that all documents have some content and that a document cannot be
without any relation to a topic, because in this case the document would consist
only of stopwords. Documents consisting only of stopwords do not exist in
common natural languages, because they have no meaning. This does not mean
that a document must be related to exactly one or two topics. A document may
even be related to all topics (which can be true for an index or broad overview
document).
The topic related similarity sim(k,l) between two documents k and l is defined as
the scalar product between the corresponding document vectors. Because the
document vectors are standardized, the scalar product equals the cosine of the
angle between the document vectors. Before we can compute the
r similarity
r
between two documents we first have to compute the values for δ k and δ l
respectively:
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r
δk

=

∑a
t∈T

=

r
t

(6)

k ,i i

r
∑ a k ,i t i

2

t∈T

2

r

=  ∑ a k ,i t i 
 t∈T

rr
= ∑∑ a k ,i a k , j t i t j
i∈T j∈T

rr
r r
with t i t j = t i t j ⋅ cos ω i , j being the scalar product between the term vectors
of terms i and j.
Now the similarity between two documents can be computed as:

r r
sim(k , l ) = d k d l
1 r r
= r r δ k δl
δ k δl
r
r
1
= r r ∑ a k ,i t i ∑ a l , j t j
δ k δ l i∈T
j∈T
rr
1
= r r ∑∑ a k ,i al , j t i t j
δ k δ l i∈T j∈T

(7)

This similarity definition provides values near zero for documents, which
have different topics and values near one for document having the same topic or
the same affiliation to several topics. Referring to Figure 1 a document containing the terms ‘software’, ‘programs’ and ‘mice’ would be very similar to a
document containing ‘program’, ‘mouse’ and ‘virus’ because the vectors of all of
these terms are oriented into the direction of the ‘computer’ topic-axis.
This description of the TVSM does not include an algorithm how terms
should be assigned to topics. But the lemmas presented in the next section can be
used to define some requirements on such an algorithm. A proposal for such an
algorithm is presented in [Kuro2004].
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3. Lemmas
This section presents three lemmas; any of them gives a formal proof of the
adequacy for the usage of one of the in section 1 presented pre-processing steps.
All proofs in this paper base on the TVSM as explanation model. Due to the
formal approach the embedded assumptions, which are hidden in the preprocessing approaches, will come to the fore during proofing.

3.1. Stopword-Lemma
The Stopword-Lemma will proof the adequacy of the usage of Stopword-lists
for the pre-processing of documents. This proof bases on the widely spread
assumption that a stopword is a term without any kind of significance regarding
a topic. Formally we have to define a set of all stopwords T⊗ as a subset of the
set of all terms T. Because stopwords cannot be assigned to any topic, the term
vectors of all stopwords have a length with the value zero:

r
ti = 0
∀i ∈ T⊗ ⊂ T
rr r r
⇒ ti t j = ti t j cos ωi , j = 0 if i ∈ T⊗ ∨ j ∈ T⊗

(8)

From this assumption follows that the scalar product of two term vectors is
always null if one of the terms is a stopword. Using this conclusion we can
derive the similarity between twor documents
r by only taking the non-stopwords
into account. We can compute δ k and δ l respectively by merely using the
non-stopwords. This fact can be derived from the following equation:

r
δk

=

∑∑ a
i∈T j∈T

=

k ,i

rr
ak , j ti t j

∑ ∑a

i∈T −T⊗ j∈T

k ,i

(9)

rr
rr
a k , j t i t j + ∑∑ a k ,i a k , j t i t j
i∈T⊗ j∈T
1442443
=0




rr
rr 
= ∑  ∑ a k , i a k , j t i t j + ∑ a k ,i a k , j t i t j 

i∈T −T⊗  j∈T −T⊗
j∈T⊗
1
4
4244
3

=0


rr
= ∑ ∑ a k ,i a k , j t i t j
i∈T −T⊗ j∈T −T⊗
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The next equation shows that the similarity between two documents can be
derived by using only the non-stopwords. This demonstrates, that the removal of
stopwords as preprocessing step is an acceptable simplification if all stopwords
have no relation to any topic.

1
sim ( k , l ) = r r

δk δl

∑∑ a
i∈T j∈T

1
= r r

δk δl

rr
a tt

(10)

k ,i l , j i j

∑ ∑a

i∈T −T⊗ j∈T

k ,i

rr
rr
al , j ti t j + ∑∑ ak ,i al , j ti t j
i∈T⊗ j∈T
1442443
=0




rr
rr 
1
= r r ∑  ∑ ak ,i al , j ti t j + ∑ ak ,i al , j ti t j 

δ k δ l i∈T −T⊗  j∈T −T⊗
j∈T⊗
1
42
4 43
4 

=0


rr
1
= r r ∑ ∑ a k , i al , j ti t j

δk δl

i∈T −T⊗ j∈T −T⊗

3.2. Stemming-Lemma
Using the Stemming-Lemma we will show under which assumptions the
often-used reduction of words to their stem (strong-stemming) or basic word
form (weak-stemming) is an adequate simplification procedure. To enhance
readability we will abstract in this subsection from the two stemming
possibilities and write only stemming as shortcut for strong- and weak-stemming
and use the term ‘stem’ synonymously for stems in the strong-stemming case or
for word forms in the weak stemming case. For the formal proof we have to
make the following definitions: T⊥ is the set of all stems and it is a subset of the
set T. ⊥: T → T⊥ is the stem assignment function and it assigns to each term
−1
the proper stem. The reverse relation is ⊥ : T⊥ → ℘(T ) assigns to all stems
the set of possible word forms including the stem itself. Finally, we have to
assume that all possible results of the reverse relation are disjoint, because
otherwise the stem assignment function is not unique. Formally, all these
definitions and assumptions look like this:
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T⊥ ⊆ T
⊥ (i) ∈ T⊥
⊥ −1 (o) ⊆ T ∧ o ∈⊥ −1 (o)
⊥ (i) = o
∃/i : i ∈⊥ −1 (o) ∧ i ∈⊥ −1 ( p )

9

(11)

∀i ∈ T
∀o ∈ T⊥
∀o ∈ T⊥ , i ∈⊥ −1 (o)
∀o =/ p

A common assumption in the IF and IR context is that each word form has the
same relations to a topic or a combination of topics as the stem of the word form.
Formally this means that the term vectors of word forms and their stem point into
the same direction and have the same length:

ω i , o = ω 0 , i = 0° ∧
r r
⇒
ti = to

r
r
ti = to

∀i ∈ T , o =⊥ (i)

(12)

This leads to the conclusion that the term vector of a stem and the vectors of
the word forms
of the
r
r stem are equal. Using this conclusion it is possible to
compute δ k and δ l respectively by reducing all word forms to stems, as
shown in the following equation:

r
δk

∑∑a

=

i∈ T

=

−1

( o ) p ∈ T ⊥ j ∈⊥

∑ ∑ ∑

o ∈ T ⊥ p ∈ T ⊥ i ∈⊥

=
=

rr
a k , j tit j

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑a

o ∈ T ⊥ i ∈⊥

=

j∈T

k ,i

−1

−1

( p)

∑a
( o ) j ∈⊥

−1

k ,i

k ,i

(13)

rr
a k , j ti t j

rr
a k , j to t p

( p)


rr 
 ∑
a k ,i a k , j 
∑
ot p 

o ∈T ⊥ p ∈T ⊥
 i∈⊥ −1 ( o ) j∈⊥ −1 ( p )



rr 
t o t p  ∑ a k ,i   ∑ a k , j 
∑
∑
 i∈⊥ −1 ( o )   j∈⊥ −1 ( p ) 
o ∈ T ⊥ p ∈T ⊥



rr
= ∑ ∑ a 'k ,o a 'k , j t o t p

∑ ∑t

o ∈T ⊥ p ∈T ⊥

with

a ' k ,o =

∑a

i∈⊥ −1 ( o )

k ,i

and

a 'k , p =

∑a

k, j
j∈⊥ −1 ( p )

The reduction of all word forms to stems implies that the stem replaces all
word forms and that the occurrence of the stem within the documents is
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incremented by each replacement.r Further, the
r similarity of documents can be
computed in an analogous way δ k and δ l by only using stems and their
incremented occurrences.

1
sim( k , l ) = r r
δk δl
M
1
= r r
δk δl
with

a ' k ,o =

∑a

i∈⊥ −1 ( o )

k ,i

∑∑ a
i∈T j∈T

k ,i

∑ ∑ a'

o∈T⊥ p∈T⊥

and

rr
al , j t i t j

k ,o

a'l , p =

(14)

rr
a 'l , p t o t p

∑a

l, j
j∈⊥ −1 ( p )

This demonstrates the adequacy of stemming as a preprocessing step for IF
and IR, if the following assumptions hold: First, the assignment of a stem to its
topics must be equal to the assignment of all word forms of the stem to the
topics. Second, the sets of word forms, which are assigned to two arbitrary
stems, have to be disjoint. The last assumption does not hold for all words in
every language. For example the German word form “sucht” can be the basic
word form for “Sucht” (in English ‘addiction’) or the singular present form of
“suchen” (in English ‘to search for’).

3.3. Synonymy-Lemma
This subsections shows under which circumstances the casually used
Thesaurus Substitution is acceptable. You will notice that the Synonymy-Lemma
is structurally equivalent to the Stemming-Lemma. The basic assumption of the
Synonymy-Lemma is the existence of total synonymy between some words.
Total synonymy means that two synonyms e.g. ‘car’ and ‘automobile’ mean the
same, independently from the context they are used in. For the formalization we
define T f as the set of all leading terms (remember that leading terms can be
defined in an arbitrarily manner), which is a subset of T, the set of all terms.
Further, we define F : T → T f as the leading term function. This function
returns for every term the leading term, which is associated with the term. The
−1
reverse leading term function F : T f → ℘(T ) returns for every leading term
the set of all terms, which are associated with the leading term including the
leading term itself. From the assumption of total synonymy we can derive that all
−1
result sets of F
must be disjoint for different input values. Formally we can
write:
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Tf ⊆ T

(15)

F (i) ∈ T f

∀i ∈ T

F −1 (o) ⊆ T ∧ o ∈ F −1 (o)

∀o ∈ T f

F (i) = o

∀o ∈ T f , i ∈ F −1 (o)

∃/i : i ∈ F −1 (o) ∧ i ∈ F −1 ( p ) ∀o =/ p
From the synonymy assumption also follows that the term vectors of different
synonymous terms have to be equal. This means, they point into the same
direction and have an equal length.

r r
ti = to

ωi ,o = ω0,i = 0° ∧
r r
ti = to

⇒

∀i ∈ T , o = F (i)

r

(16)

r

Having this formal munition, we can derive δ k and δ l respectively by the
use of the leading terms, similarly to the Stemming-Lemma.

r
δk

∑∑ a

=

i∈T j∈T

k ,i

rr
ak , j ti t j

M

∑ ∑ a'

=

o∈T f p∈T f

with

a ' k ,o =

∑a

i∈F −1 ( o )

k ,i

k ,o

and

(17)

rr
a' k , p t o t p

a 'k , p =

∑a

k, j
j∈F −1 ( p )

The substitution of synonymous terms by a leading term implies the increment
of the occurrence of the leading term for each done substitution. The similarity of
documents can be derived with the use of leading terms by the following
equation:

1
sim( k , l ) = r r

δk δl

∑∑ a
i∈T j∈T

k ,i

rr
al , j t i t j

(18)

M
1
= r r

δk δl

with

a ' k ,o =

∑a

i∈F −1 ( o )

k ,i

∑ ∑ a'

o∈T f p∈T f

and

k ,o

a'l , p =

rr
a 'l , p t o t p

∑a

l, j
j∈F −1 ( p )
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The above equation shows that the use of Thesaurus-Substitution is
theoretically possible, if the assumption of total synonymy is true. But in fact,
total synonymy is an artificial construct for most natural languages. Rather we
can observe that most common synonymous words have only in some contexts
the same meaning and in other contexts a different or no meaning. For example,
the words ‘rock’ and ‘stone’ have in most contexts a synonymous meaning. But
in the context of fruits ‘stone’ has the meaning of the hard seed, which is inside
of some fruits, while the word ‘rock’ is not used in this context. This kind of
synonymy is known as partial synonymy. If ‘stone’ is substituted by ‘rock’ (or
vice versa) some information may got lost in the context of fruits. Especially two
technical terms may have a synonymous meaning in common language while
they have different meanings in some special fields. (E.g. ‘costs’ and ‘expenses’
have usually a synonymous meaning in common language while they have a
different meaning in the field of business administration. In this field ‘costs’ are
burdens, which result immediately from the usage of something, but which do
not necessarily cause a payment. While ‘expenses’ are payments which do not
necessarily are the result of an event or the usage of something.)
So we see that the usage of Thesaurus Substitution may be problematic due to
the embedded artificial assumption of total synonymy, which is covered within
this approach.

4. Summary
This paper gives a formal proof of the adequacy of the usage of the widely
used preprocessing steps in the context of IF and IR. These steps are namely:
Stopword-list, Stemming and Thesaurus Substitution. The Topic-based Vector
Space Model is used for the proof as an explanation model. Additionally the
implicit assumptions of the usage of those preprocessing steps are presented. The
result of this paper can be summarized as follows: The usage of a Stopword-list
is an acceptable simplification due to the only implicit assumption is that all
stopwords have no relation to any topic. This assumption can be met easily. The
usage of Stemming is acceptable in most cases, although the implicit assumption
of disjoint word form sets, which are assigned to each stem, cannot be held in
some cases. The number of those cases is dependent on the processed language.
Finally the usage of Thesaurus Substitution has to be evaluated as problematic
due to its implicit total synonymy assumption. The construct of total synonymy
is artificial for most natural languages. This fact makes the usage of Thesaurus
Substitution problematic especially for document, which have a broad topic
spectrum.
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It is also mentionable that the Topic-based Vector Space Model is not only
suitable for a direct appliance in IF and IR, but it is also suitable as an
explanation model for the formal deduction of new insights in the IF and IR
context. The formal adequacy of usual preprocessing steps puts the application of
them on TVSM based IF and IR methods on a well grounded base. This is a
feature of the TVSM which is not meet by most other IF and IR models like the
Vector Space Model [Salt1968], the Binary Independence Retrieval [RoJo1976],
the Generalized Vector Space Model [WZRW1987] and the Latent Semantic
Index model [FDDL1988].
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